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Abstract

Rural farming families constitute a heterogeneous slice of Australia’s population, frequently existing in unique psychological, social and geographical contexts, and subject to numerous heightened mortality risks including suicide and accidental death. Despite efforts to measure and understand such deaths, there is a dearth of knowledge on how such incidents affect those remaining.

This thesis aimed to understand how Australian farming families live and die and how they experience suicide and/or accidental death, the following questions were posed: (1) Who are Australia’s farming families? How do they live? How do they die? (2) How do farming family members experience loss following suicide and accidental death? (3) How does the farming family context influence this bereavement?

In-depth interviews with 24 adult farming family members elicited narratives of farming life and the experience of bereavement. Interview data was thematically analysed, highlighting three themes. The first theme exposed how the farming context influenced participants’ worldview in relation to life and death, through an acceptance of risk and death and a strong connection to place. The second theme highlighted that when suicide and accidental death occurred, the context in which this is experienced meant that these deaths were often not the worldview shattering events frequently suggested. The third theme demonstrated that participants’ experience of bereavement was influenced by their context in multiple ways. Bereavement did not appear to be influenced by (Western) gender norms. Connection to the farm had both positive and negative impacts on the bereavement experience and was a source of continuing bonds.
Understanding context helps understand the experience of bereavement in farming families, yet there remains a complex mix of contextually influenced, but individually experienced differences. We cannot assume that bereavement will be experienced similarly across Australia. Life and death will be experienced differently depending on context and the resulting worldview. Similarly, we cannot assume that everyone will experience suicide and/or accidental death as a sudden, unexpected event. The knowledge gained from this research helps break down some of the stereotyped conceptualisations of grief that have been normalised in Western cultures, and provides a fresh perspective on loss, grief and resilience in a previously unstudied segment of the broader ‘Western’ population.
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